Providing Solutions

Urbana IDR has gained an important “knowhow” in the field of rehabilitation for over 12
years, looking for innovation and development
of solutions for all types of buildings.
It was born in a region where the huge historical heritage merges with the growing urban
development; URBANA IDR faces the renovation of buildings with innovative techniques,
projecting our expertise worldwide.

INTEGRATED
SOLUTIONS

INNOVATING IN
REHABILITATION
¬ Structural Repair and Reinforcement.
¬ Special Foundations and Underpinning.
¬ Consolidations, Props and Emergency Shoring.
¬ Infrastructure Repair (tanks, bridges, pipelines ...).
¬ Technicians on Cladding and Special Flooring.
¬ Waterproofing Roofs and Sealing Basements.
¬ Solutions for improving the energy performance of
Buildings.
¬ Hotel Facilities Renewal.
Urbana IDR belongs
to the Club Dir BASF
Construction Chemicals,
ARPHO (Association of
Repair and Protection of
Concrete Reinforcement
QN Dupont Corian´s
Quality Network among
other associations).

¬ Upgrades and Industrial Installations Repairs.

VENTILATED FACADES
URBANA IDR has managed to develop and improve
until achieving a high specialization in positioning
ventilated facades systems. This system also provides
great flexibility in solutions and promptly finishes, as
well as, improving energy efficiency in buildings.

“Preserving
the past ,

Consolidating
the future”

HISTORICAL
HERITAGE

INFRASTRUCTURE AND
CIVIL ENGINEERING

We are a European company, heiress of
professional initiatives which, in the mid-60s,
arise on this continent for the preservation of
our architectural heritage.

The construction and maintenance of the
infrastructures are essential for economic and
social development. Urbana IDR offers the
preservation, which includes, both road-character
(roads, bridges, tunnels, etc..), as well as, works
addressed to the conduction of energy sources,
gas and electricity.

In coordination with archaeologists and
restorers, we work in an activity that requires
highly skilled technicians to intervene in
vulnerable and protected buildings by law.

The water and the technology for handling,
occupies a high place in our catalog of works
undertaken, backed up by the confidence placed
by very prestigious companies.

“Added

Value”

“WE MOVE
CONFORTABLE
FACING COMPLEX
AND CHALLENGING
PROJECTS”

HOUSING
The technical profile of IDR Urbana, along with the
working system developed by our team, allows us to
execute works of residential construction, providing
added-value solutions both in the organization and
the execution of the works.
The construction costs, timing, and the execution of
construction solutions without any further incidents,
are parameters that our work aims in all our projects.

“Action in

Emergency
Areas”

LORCA
EARTHQUAKE (SPAIN)
On 11th May 2011 a seismic movement,
measure 5.1 magnitude on the Richter scale,
shook this city in southeastern Spain. The fateful
balance left nine dead and 324 wounded.
Earthquake damages 80% of the buildings,
including its rich cultural heritage.
With a very FAST REACTION Urbana IDR,
together with a technical team, available to
emergency units, has travelled to Lorca within
hours.
HUMANITARIAN COOPERATION
URBANA IDR heads an emergency technical
committee for inspection, shoring and / or
evacuation of homes affected.
RECONSTRUCTION WORK
Urbana IDR creates a stable working group in
place, which acts on thirty buildings.
RESTORING HERITAGE
Lorca has recognized its town as “historical
artistic” with buildings dating back to the
fifteenth century. Urbana IDR simultaneously
involves in restoration of 13 buildings.

HAITI
EARTHQUAKE

We are proud of our interventions
in emergency situations. We have a
very professional and human team,
capable of being available, either
in public or private agencies, to
manage crisis scenarios. Moreover,
they can restore any place where the
infrastructure has been damaged.

The effects of the devastating earthquake in
Haiti in January 2010 are slow to correct.
Urbana de Exteriores travelled to Haiti in
November 2011 and participated in the
reconstruction in collaboration of with the
ONG: Action Fire firefighters.
BUSINESS RESPONSE
Urbana IDR is a firm for business purposes,
but through the initiative of its technical set
lines, works with social and humanitarian
organizations. It is a form of social exchange
in partnership and the acquisition of a very
valuable knowledge.
IMPLEMENTATION OF NEW SYSTEMS
The experience gained in improving all types
of buildings and areas , and the intense work
in emergency, URBANA IDR has turned to
the development and research of products,
which will be applied to improving the
lives of the needy. The result of this is the
development of low cost deployable shelters
to be installed in camps.
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